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INVASION OF ITALY

By ROSS MUNRO, representing the Combined Canadian press

With the Canadians, in Italy

6th September, 1943

We thought those first few days on Pachino peninsula nearly two months ago made

for a crazy kind of war, but it was fairly reasonable compared with this unbelievably
easy invasion of the Italian top. The Canadians have been in Italy three days and

personally I have heard about a dozen enemy shells land and watched about five dive-

bomb attacks by enemy aircraft with little inclination to get too close to ack-ack
around the targets.

That is all in three days.

I have not heard a German machine-gun in Italy yet, and the whang of 88mm

shells from a lone gun as we neared the shore was the only really chilly incident.

There is going to be fighting ahead - probably plenty of it - but the first few

days were like something Hollywood ought have dreamed up for a super colossal film on

Commandos whore none of the "good guys" get shot and the enemy all surrenders.

That night crossing of the Messina Straits could be billed anywhere as ’’The

Greatest Show on Earth", Impressions of this mighty spectacle will never leave the

minds of the Canadians who crossed the strait that night - a great barrage of search-

lights, smooth black water flickering with light from the flaming Sicilian shoreline

and fleets of landing croft moving silently in on Italy through the smoke and mist of

battle. Out there in midstream the barrage went on for so long you got tired watching
it. It was like a double feature, It first you were agog at the breathtaking shell-

fire, noise and flashes, but after on hour it palled on you, A French speaking
officer in our boat watched the shooting for a while and then fell sound asleep

waking up just in time to land.

Then after landing we walked down the centre of the main street like taking a

Sunday stroll. The infantry -more around us but they marched along as if they were

occupying .Aldershot on summer manoeuvres. The only thing lacking to make it

completely screwball was manoeuvre umpires standing on the corners with white

identity bands on their arms and saying to sane husky soldier "you are a casualty".

Even the reaction of the Italian civilians was something the Canadians did not

expect. Some of us took over a couple of rooms in an apartment block for the first

night and we had a caretaker and fifteen occupants in the apartment trying to make

us comfortable, When We gave the caretaker a tin of stew* he nearly wept with

pleasure. He had been eating herbs for weeks.

We had gone to the outskirts to try to get a fair night’s sleep away from the

beach where wc figured ack-aok beating off night raids would keep everyone awake,
but the chatter of the Italians in the apartment was almost worse than flak, A

dozen children would stand in the doorway grinning and volubly tolling us everything

they could think of and we didn’t understand a word. Still they wore pleased. Before

going in we were resigned to being shelled for a couple of days by enemy guns on the

mountains, but we drove around the area seeing overrun coastal defences, old German

camps and masses of Italian prisoners as if we were away in the back areas instead of

on the front. It all seemed impossible, but there it was. The second morning we

went looking for a regiment in the hills, and missed their jeeping east along
a dry riverbed.

The country began to look mighty lonely and we turned and drove back, finally

finding the infantry on the hills near the coast. They told us they were forward

Canadian troops. There have been few fronts like this where unarmed observers of

campaigns could inadvertently carry out reconnaissance into unoccupied areas without

running into trouble.

We spent the second night up the line in a former German camp and it was all

quiet. There was not even a night attack on shipping in the Straits, I had to

return to Sicily for a few hours and Sicily seemed a thousand miles from the war, A

dozen times I was asked "what's the reason for the lack of resistance: what are the

Germans doing?" I could only think of one general answer, "we’re winning," That

does not cover it all but it goes a long way to explain the queer things in Italy.
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